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Periodic solutions for a class of delay integral equations modeling epidemics 
are shown to bifurcate from the identically zero solution when a certain parameter 
exceeds a threshold. The equations are a special case of a general model proposed 
by Hoppensteadt and Waltman [3]. A global bifurca’tion theorem of Roger 
Nussbaum [S] is the main tool. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It has been observed that certain infectious diseases have periodic incidence 
in human populations [2, 43. Several authors have proposed mathematical 
models to explain the periodic outbreaks; we mention those of Hethcote [2] and 
Cooke and Kaplan [I]. Both models assume only two classes of individuals, 
susceptibles and infectives. Th ese models ignore the possible effects of an 
incubation period prior to becoming infectious and effects due to a period of 
temporary immunity following recovery. In this paper we consider a special 
case of a model proposed by Hoppensteadt and Waltman [3] which includes an 
incubation period and a period of temporary immunity. It will be shown that 
nontrivial periodic solutions of the delay-integral equations arising from this 
model occur when a certain threshold has been exceeded. This threshold invol- 
ves the contact rate of susceptibles with infectives, assumed to be a periodic 
function of time, the duration of the period of incubation, and the duration of 
infectiousness but not the duration of temporary immunity. For the special case 
considered, this answers a question suggested in Waltman [8, chapt. 51. If  the 
threshold is not exceeded no periodic incidence is possible, in fact, the disease 
dies out exponentially fast. The periodic solutions are shown to bifurcate from 
the zero solution at the critical value of the threshold parameter. This analysis 
is then extended to include possible further subdivision of the population into 
disjoint classes. The main tool used in this analysis is a global bifurcation theo- 
rem of Roger Nussbaum [S]. This theorem was used by Nussbaum in a similar 
way for a two class model in [5]. An alternate approach for the two class model 
appears in the author’s Ph. D. thesis [7]. The work in this paper represents an 
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extension of results obtained in the author’s Ph. D. thesis and the author wishes 
to express his appreciation to Professor Paul Waltman for pointing out these 
interesting problems. 
2. THE MODEL 
We consider a population, whose size is assumed constant in time, partitioned 
into four disjoint classes: Those susceptible to the disease but not yet exposed, 
those exposed to the disease who are assumed to be incubating the disease 
and not yet capable of transmitting it, those infected with the disease who are 
capable of transmitting it, and those individuals who have recovered, cannot 
transmit the disease, and who are temporarily immune to the disease. We denote 
these classes by the letters S, E, I, R respectively; it will be convenient also to 
use these letters to denote the proportion of the population in each of these 
classes. Thus, S $- E + I + R = 1. The course that an individual takes is 
represented symbolically by S + E -+ I + R - S. We assume that the infection 
spreads according to the following rules: 
(i) The rate of exposure of susceptibles to infectives at time t is given by 
u(t) S(t) I(t), where u(t), the contact rate, is assumed to be w-periodic in t and 
positive. 
(ii) An individual exposed at time t - or becomes infective at time t. 
Thus the incubation period is the time spent in the class E and is precisely rr 
units of time. 
(iii) An infectious individual remains so for precisely ~a units of time 
after which he enters the class R. 
(iv) A recovered individual has immunity for ~a units of time after which 
he again becomes susceptible. 
We point out that the contact rate a(t) is often assumed to have period one 
year to account for seasonal effects in weather and times when children are in 
school. 
The equations arising from the model are easily seen to be the following: 
Z(t) = -u(t) S(t) I(t) 
+ a(t - T1 - 7-z - 7-J S(t - 71 - T2 - T-J qt - 71 - 72 - 73) 
(1.1) 
E’(t) = u(t) S(t) I(t) - u(t - T1) qt - T1) S(t - T1) U.2) 
I’(t) = U(t - T1) I(t - 71) s(t - 71) 
(1.3) - U(t - 71 - 72) I(t - T1 - T2) s(t - T1 - T2) 
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i?‘(t) = U(t - T1 - T2) I(t - T1 - 72) s(t - i-1 - T2) 
-. U(t - T1 - T2 - T2) I(t - T1 - T2 - T3) s(t - T1 
These equations can be written in integral form as 
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5-2 - 72). 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(l-6) 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
To see that the constants of integration have been correctly chosen it suffices 
to notice that the integral in (1.5), for instance, represents the sum of those 
individuals who have left the susceptible class in the time period [t - T1 - T2 - 
T2 , t] and thus cannot return to the class S until after time t. Hence this integral 
represents all those in the classes E, I, and R at time t. 
The equations (1.5)-(1.8) can also be obtained from the more general model of 
Hoppensteadt and Waltman [3] by choosing p1 = constant, p2 = 0, y(t) 
w-periodic, and suppressing the initial conditions. This amounts to looking 
at the asymptotic form of their equations when p1 = constant and p2 = 0. 
Clearly, it is sufficient to consider only (1.5) and (1.7). With the change of 
variables x1 = 1 - S, x, = I, these equations become: 
x2(t) = /- 4s)f(.z&), x2(s)) ds (1.10) 
t 71-72 
where 
f(Xl, x2) = x,(1 - Xl), O<X1<l 
= 0, x, > 1. 
Equations (1.9) and (1 .lO) describe the model to be considered in this paper. 
Before proceeding to the analysis of equations (1.9) and (1.10) we point 
out how these equations can serve as a model when more than four classes are 
present. Assume a constant population is partitioned into n disjoint classes 
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Cl I G ,..., c, where the progress of an individual is described symbolically 
by C,+C,+C,+...~C,+C,. The following rules are assumed to 
describe the dynamics: 
(i) An idividual in the class Cj remains there precisely ri units of time, 
2GiGf.z. 
(ii) Individuals move from class C, to C, at the rate a(t) Cl(t) C3(t) where 
a(t) is w-periodic and j is a fixed integer 2 < j < n. 
In the previous epidemic model, n = 4 andj = 3. In the model of Cooke and 
Kaplan [l] n = 2, j = 1. As before we have C, + C, + ... + C, = 1 and the 
equations are easily seen to be 
C,(t) = 1 - St 44 C,(s) C,(s) ds 
t--sZ-T3-...-T, 
cj(t) = J 
t-Tp-...-7,-1 
44 Cl(s) Cd4 ds t-T2-...-7,m1-7, 
(1.11) 
C,(t) = s,;+::,‘“-’ u(s) C,(s) CJs) ds. 
2 n 
If, as before, we let x1 = 1 - C, and xa = C, we obtain the two equations 
x1(t) = 1” u(s) x2(s) (1 - xl(s)) ds (1.12) 
f-Tp-...-rn 
w = 1 
f-sa-.-.-Tjml 
u(s) x2(s) (1 - x1(s)) ds. (1.13) 
t-T2-‘..-Tj 
These equations differ from (1.9) and (1.10) only in the appearance of more 
delays which do not affect the mathematical analysis. Our theorems will be 
stated in terms of the equations (1.9) and (1.10) though we will point out any 
significant differences which arise from the appearance of more delays in (1.12) 
and (1.13). Finally, the law of mass action has been used to obtain the particular 
f in (1.9) and (1.10). I f  u(t)I(t) S(t) is replaced by u(t) h(S(t), I(t)), the trans- 
formation x1 = 1 - S, x2 = I gives 
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From a biological standpoint it is reasonable to assume that h(S, 0) = h(0, I) = 0 
for I > 0, S > 0, h(S, I) > 0 for S > 0 and I > 0, and la increases as S(1) 
increases, From a mathematical standpoint, the linearization of f  about 
t .q , .v*) = (0, 0) will be important. An easy calculation, given the 
above assumptions on h, gives (Zj/&,) (0, 0) x1 + (;iflax,) (0, 0) xa = 
(ahpI) (LO) x2. The fact that the linearization of f  has no x,-term greatly 
simplifies the analysis. In addition we assume (LVz/Z) (1, 0) = 1. This is no loss 
in mathematical generality since the constant (%/CM) (1,O) can be absorbed in 
the contact rate a(t). Equations (1.9) and (1.10) will be treated where f(xl , xp) 
need note be that dictated by mass action. The above remarks motivate the 
assumptions to be placed on f  is the next section. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
Before stating our main results we list the assumptions to be used in the 
theorems. The proofs appear in the following section. 
(Hl) a(t) is a continuous, w-periodic, positive function defined on R. 
(H2) f:  lQ+ x R+ - Rf is a continuous function satisfying f  (x1 , 0) = 0 
for xi 3-- 0, f  (x1 , xp) = 0 if 3c, > 1, and f  (x1 , XJ is nondecreasing in x2 for 
fixed .x1 . In addition assume f  is continuously differentiable on [0, I] x [0, l] 
and (8$as1) (0,O) = 0, (af/h,) (0,O) = 1. Also f  (x1 , x2) > 0 for 0 < x2 , 
x1 < 1. 
(H3) The constants pi , ~a , ~a are nonnegative real numbers. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume (Hl ), (H2), and (H3) hold. Then there exists a critical 
value r2* > 0 of the parameter r2 depending only on the function a(t) and the 
parameter 71 such that for 7e > 7%*, (1.9) and (1.10) have at least one nonzero, 
w-periodic soZution (q(t), x2(t)) satisfying 0 < x2(t) < xl(t) < 1 for t E R. More- 
over, the nonzero w-periodic solutions bifurcate from the zero solution (x1 , xe) = 
(0,O) at Tp = 72*. 
If  in addition f  satisfies: 
(H4) f(xl , ~~‘2) < xa for 0 < X* < xl < 1, 
then the behavior of solutions for 72 < TV* is described in the next result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that (Hl)-H(4) hold. Then there are no nonzero 
w-periodic solutions of (1.9), (1.10) i f fy < TV*. In fact, if T2 < TV* and (xl(t), x2(t)) 
> (0,O) satisfies (1.9) and (1.10) for t >, 0 with (xl(t), +.(t)) = W>, W)) 3 
(0,O) for t E [-q - Tz - T3, 01, then there exists MI , M, ,?I > 0 such that 
0 < xi(t) < Miecnt (i = 1, 2). 
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Recalling that S z 1 - s1 and I = .Q , Theorems 3.1 md 3.2 impl!, thar 
periodic incidence occurs if the duration of infectiousness exceeds TV>. This 
critical value depends on the contact rate, a(r), and the length of the period of 
incubation, 71 , but not on the length of the period of immunity, 7:! , 
We remark that the assumption that a(t) be positive for all t can be weakened 
to allow a(t) to vanish, though not on a set of positive measure. Also it should be 
pointed out that the differentiability assumptions onfare stronger than necessary. 
We use differential inequality arguments to obtain the estimates 0 < s,(t) < 
xl(t) < I. These argulents require the uniqueness of solutions of certain 
ordinary differential equations and it is convenient for this to assume 
f  E Cl([O, l] x [0, I]). I f  the strict inequalities of the estimates are not required 
then it suffices to assume f  E C*([O, S] x [0, S]) for some S > 0. 
When r8 > r2*, there are solutions s(t), I(t), E(t), and R(t) which are 
w-periodic and the estimates of Theorem 3.1 imply that 0 < s(t) << 1, 
0 < I(t) < 1, 0 < E(t) < 1, and 0 < R(t) < 1 as expected. If  72 < r2*, then 
S(t) + 1, I(t) + 0, E(t) + 0, and R(t) --, 0 exponentially fast. Thus the 
infection dies out. 
The results of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 apply with only one change to the 
equations (1.12) and (1.13). In this case the critical parameter is TV* and TV* 
depends on the contact rate a(t) and the sum 72 + ... + 7j-.1 1 but is 
independent of 7i+l ,..., r, . 
In Theorem 3.1, 71 is fixed and it is shown there is a TV* = TV* such that 
periodic solutions of (1.9), (1.10) b f  i urcate from the zero solution at TV*‘. The 
next result shows how TV* depends on TV . 
THEOREM 3.3. Assuming (HI)-(H3) hold, T%*: [0, co) + (0, a) is a continu- 
ous w-periodic function of 71 satisjjhzg the estimate [sup a(t)]-I < TV* < 
[inf a(t)]-l. 
The results of Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 are summarized in the figure below. 
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Theorem 3.3 can be viewed as a stability result: if ~a > TV* (7s < pa*) 
and if 7i is perturbed slightly to pi’ and TV is perturbed to 7s’ then ~a’ > T~*(T~‘) 
(~a’ < T~*(T~‘)) provided / pi - or’ 1 + 1 ~a - r?’ 1 is sufficiently small. Thus 
the qualitative behavior of solutions is stable to small perturbations in 71 and 
7.2 . We also point out that if a(t) = a is constant then T2*(T1) = u-l. In this case 
the periodic solutions are constant as well. In certain other special situations TV* 
can be calculated exactly. It will follow from the proof of Theorem 3.3, as in [7], 
that if for some positive integer n, n J-1 a(t) dt = 1, then 72*(T1) = 
(l/w J; u(t) dt)-1 = nw. Notice, in this case, that T2* is independent of T1 . The 
author conjectures that, in general, [l/w sr a(s) ds]-1 is the mean value of T2* 
but has been unable to establish this. 
In the case that equations (1.12) and (1.13) are being considered, TV* depends 
on 1 = TV + 7, -c “. + Tjpl and Theorem 3.3 is changed to read that Tj* is a 
continuous, positive, w-periodic function of ZE [0, 03). The above remarks also 
apply in this case. 
Several interesting problems concerning (1.9) and (1.10) remain unsolved. 
The question of uniqueness of the nonzero w-periodic solutions for fixed 
pi 2 0, TQ > 0 and T2 > TV* is one. Another very important problem is 
whether the w-periodic solutions are stable. 
4. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
To establish the existence and bifurcation of w-periods solutions of (1.9) 
and (1 .lO) we employ a global bifurcation theorem of Roger Nussbaum [5, 
Theorem I]. Before stating this theorem we require some notation. Let 
J = (0, co) and K be a cone in the real Banach space X. Consider a map 
F: K x J ---, K satisfying F(0, T) = 0 and the following: 
A. F: K x / + K is a continuous map taking bounded sets into pre- 
compact sets. I f  F(h.$; , TJ = Nk f  or a sequence such that xL E K - (0) and 
TV + 0, then it follows that lim,,, (1 xk: 11 = + co. 
B. For each T E J there exists a compact linear operator L, leaving K 
invariant with the property that for any compact interval [c, d] C J, 
,!$‘Jll -1~ 11-l (II F(x, T) - L,(x)ll) = 0 
uniformly in 7 E [c, d]. The map 7 t-+ L, is continuous with respect to the opera- 
tor norm. 
C. There exists a countable family fl C j with no finite accumulation 
point such that x # L,.x for x E K - (O} and 7 $ (1. 
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In the statement of the theorem to follow3 r(.4) denotes the spectral radius 
of the linear operator A. 
THEOREM (Nussbaum). -4ssunte that A, B, and C hold. Suppose that for 
some r. E A, r(L7) ; I for 7 :F TV and 7 near 7. and r(L7) < I for 7 < r,, and 7 
near 7” (or eice cersa). Let S denote the closure in K x J of ((x, T) E K ;< f: s ~: 0 
and F(s, T) = x> and S,, denote the maximal connected romponeni of S which 
contains (0, r,J. Then it follozos that 5’” is nonempty and either S, is unhoundetf or S,, 
contaim a point (0, TJ with TV E ‘1, 71 + T(, . I f  S, is bounded and A,, cfeenotrs 
the finite set of T E ‘1 such that (0, T) E S,, , it follows that x:rc,,O A(T) =- 0. 
In the above, A(T) == lim,+, .+ i,(F, , BP(+) - lim,..,o- ik(F, , SPtTJ), where 
i,(F, , B,,,,,) denotes the fixed poi?nt index of FT on BP(,) = {X c K: ~ .X 1 %; P(T))- 
with p(7) chosen sufficiently small (T $ A) so there are no fixed points of F, == 
F(-, T) on 80)(T) - (0). In our problem it will turn out that S, is unbounded so 
the last sentence of the theorem does not apply. 
Proof’ of Theorem 3.1. Let E, be the Banach space of w-periodic continuous 
real-valued functions with supremum norm (11 !I=). Let Ki be the cone of non- 
negative functions in E, . Define E2 = E, x E1 with norm i(.t+i , .v2)” 7~: 
11 .rr I/= + 11 at’* l/m and let Kz = Ki I: Ki be the cone in Ea of functions with non- 
negative components. Fix pi and T., nonnegative and detine the operator F on 
& x j by F((x, , .r2), TJ = (5, , .Q, where 
l *CCt) = s,‘,,,,-,, 
ab)fW), x2(4) ds 
.igi) = (-” a(s)f (ds), 4s)) ds. 
. t--r-r* 
It is easily seen that (?i , ~a) E k; . It is also routine (see [S] or [6] for a similar 
calculation) to check that F: I& s J + K2 is continuous and maps bounded 
sets into precompact sets. Notice that F((0, 0), ~a) = (0,O). To check that 
A of the theorem holds we show that there does not exist a sequence {((.~i~, .~a~), 
T,“)} C K, x / such that (.‘ciL, xab) f  (0, 0), F((x,~‘, ~a”), ~a~) = (.vil;, .~a~), and 
7rz + 0. If  such a sequence existed then clearly {(.~i~, ~a”)} would be a bounded 
sequence since 
0 < xZk(t) ss xlJc(t) 5~ lti, ~T.LI;_T a(s) f (xlk(s), xl~~(s)) ds 
1 3 
kCK[” a(s) ds 
- t&,I-7nb 3 
where K = supas,,,-,f(s, , si). In the ab ove estimate we used the fact that f  
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is nondecreasing in X, for fixed x1 , and the fact that K < co. But then 
(xlk, xzk) -+ (0,O) since 
x2yt) < K J- a(s) ds -+ 0 as k-+cc 
t--T1-Tzk 
and so 
Xl”@) = J’ u(s)f(xlk(s), xZk(s)) ds + 0 as k -+ cc 
t-7 4 -7 12 3 
since f(~, , 0) = 0 and f  is continuous. Now applying (H2) we may write 
qyt) zzz It-” u(s) xzk(s) ds + o(l~(.q”, xzk)II) as k-+00. 
t-T1-T2k 
Hence 11 xak /ICC < ALk I/ x k jlm + o(II xrk lla + /( xak IlJ, where A = sup a(t). 
Similarly 
.* 
P = sup u(s) ds. 
t.l; I f-TL-T2G3 
Replacing (I xaB iI4 in this last estimate by the right hand side of the previous 
estimate and observing that /I x,~ /Im < I/ xlk (I= we have 
or 1 < APT,” + o( 1) + 0 as k ---t 03. This contradiction shows no such sequence 
exists and thus A holds. I3 is easily seen to hold with Lr2 given by 
From the expression for LT2 it is evident that the map ~-a H Lr2 is continuous with 
respect to the operator norm. That LT2 is a compact, positive linear operator is 
readily seen. We now require certain spectral properties of LT2 . Define the linear 
operator TT, on El by 
(TJ4 (t) = s,“l, u(s) h(s) ds. 
1 a 
We claim that the spectral radius of LT2 is identical to that of T,, . To see this, 
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notice that both operators are compact (though on different spaces) so if h E o(L,~) 
(the spectrum of LTp) then there is a corresponding eigenvector (h, , A,) + (0, 0). 
It can readily be seen that h, f  0 and T,21~, m= AR, . Thus X E U( T,,,). Conversely, 
if X E o( TT3) with corresponding eigenvector h, , choose h,(t) h-1 JilT .-r, IT a(.z) ;.: 
h,(s) A. Then (12, , h,) is an eigcnvector for L,,, corresponding to x. k&c, the 
claim has been established. In [5 or 61 it is shown that ~(2”~~) (~(-4) is the spectral 
radius of B) is a strictly increasing continuous function of T? satisfying the 
estimate: 
I 
t 
min 
t. a(s) ds < y( T’J .< m;x i’ 
a(s) d,-. 
t--72 - t--r2 
In particular (yT,*) --f 0 as T* + 0 and y(TTP) + cc as 7s --f 03. Thus there is a 
unique TV* for which y(T,,*) = I 
(TV > TV*). Since y(TTg) = r(LT,) 
and y(T,J < 1 (y(T,,) > 1) if r2 <TV* 
and 7s but not on r3. 
we see that y(L,,) depends only on r1 , a(t), 
In [5, 61 it was shown that T,,, has precisely one unit norm eigenvector in Kl , 
the corresponding eigenvalue being y(TT1). The argument showing U( TT2) -z 
o(L,*) shows this must be the case for LT2 as well. Hence A = {~a*) and C is 
sati&ed. We can now apple Nussbaum’s theorem. Let S be the closure in 
K2 x J of {((x1 , x2), T?) ; & x J: (x1 , .Q) + (0,O) and F((x, , .vn), r?) == 
.~r , x.,)). and S, the maximal connected component of S which contains 
[(O, 0); T,*). Then S,, f  4 and S, is unbounded (A 
Recall that if F((s, , .Y& 7,) = (.vr , x2) 
= (T,*}). 
then 0 < x2(t) q(t) < 
K JiP7,-,-7, a(s) ds. Hence if I Z J is bounded and ((x1 , x2), 7,) E S,, with 
72 E I then 11(x1 , q)ll < M for M = 2K ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~-r,-,,-,, u(s) ds. Thus 
if So is unbounded and connected it follows that for each 72 > TV* there exists 
tr ‘19 XJ E K, such that ((sr , .ye), TJ E So , i.e., F((x, , s2), ~3 = (.vr , xJ. .%lso 
(.q , 4 f  (0, 0) since ((0, 0), 7J 6 S if 7., F r2*. Since fixed points of F,, = 
FT, = F(., 7s) correspond to w-periodic solutions of (1.9) and (1.10) we have 
established Theorem 3.1 except for the estimates 0 < .r?(t) < xl(t) < 1. 
Suppose that (.rr , .Q) E Kz - ((0, 0)) IS an w-periodic solution of (I .9), (I. 10). 
We want to show 0 < x,?(t) ,< x1(t) < I. Th ere are two cases: 7r = 0 and or > 0. 
Suppose or = 0. If  .Tq(tO) = 0 for some to then since .T!‘(f) < a(t)f(.ur(t), s,(f)) 
(f(~r , 0) z 0) standard differential inequality arguments give x2(t) = 0 for 
t > to so 3~‘s = 0. Clearly this implies sr = 0 and a contradiction. Hence 
x2(t) > 0. Clearly x,(t) .K _ s,(t). Notice that certainly xl(t) < 1 for some values 
of t, say t, . Now x1(t) satisfies the differential inequality x”(t) ,< a(t)f(q(t), 
xz(t)) with x,(t,) < 1 and the solution u(t) K 1 is unique for the problem 
u’(t) = a(t)f(zc(t), x2(t)), u(t2) = 1, t, E R. Thus if v(t) satisfies r’(t) = 
Nf(+), +(t)), v(h) = x,(t,), th en .x1(t) 5:: z(t) < u(t) = 1, f 3 t, Thus 
q(t) < I. 
NOW if 71 > 0, suppose .vt(t,,) = 0 for some t, . Then (HI) and (HI) imply 
that f(s,(s), .T~(s)) E 0 for s E [f,, - I~ - TV - ~a , t,]. But then from the equa- 
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tion for x2 it follows that xa(t) = 0 for t E [to - ~a, t, + TJ. This in turn 
implies f(.xi(s), x2(s)) = 0 for s E [to - pi - 7? - TV , t, + TJ But then 
x2(t) = 0 for t E [to - TV, t, + 2~~1. Continuing in this manner it is apparent 
that x2(t) = 0 for t >, t, - TV . Hence xg = 0 and so xi = 0, a contradiction. 
Thus xi(t) > 0. Exactly as before, xi(i) < 1. The estimate x2(t) < xl(t) is 
trivial so all that remains is to show x,(t) > 0. Since f(.xi , xp) > 0 for 0 < x2 , 
x1 < 1, the only way f  can vanish is for x2 to vanish. Making use of this fact and 
the equation for x, it is easily shown that x2(t) > 0. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let ~~ < ~a* and let TT2: El + E, be the linear 
operator defined in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Since r( T,,) = lim,,, 11 Trz jl1ln < 
1, there exists N, a positive integer such that /I Tc (1 = e-v for some y  > 0. 
It is easily seen from the definition of Tr, that 
Now suppose (xi(t), x2(t)) 3 (0,O) satisfies (1.9) and (1.10) for t > 0 with 
(q(t), x2(t)) = (&(t), q$(t)) for t E [--rl - T2 - TV , 0) where&(t) > 0, i = 1, 2. 
We have 
q(t) = J’ a(s)f (x1(s), x2(s)) ds t-T1-Tt--s3 
for t >, 0. 
x&) = j-r:,, a(s)f h(s), Gs)) ds 
Clearly q(t) < xl(t) for t > 0. 
It follows that for t > TV + “z + 73 
w G 1’ t--sl-Tz-TS a(s)f h(s)v XI(~)) ds S K j-1, --7 --5 a(s) ds I 2 3 
where K = sup~l~Of (x1 , . 1 r ) and we have used the fact that f is nondecreasing 
in its second variable. In particular we conclude that both .r, and xz are bounded 
On t > --tl - T2 - T3 . Let M = sup r,(t). Applying (H4) we obtain 
x2(t) = St-” Wf h(s), sz(s) ds < j. t-s1 44 ~44 4 (1.14) t--71-7* t-71-72 
so x,(t) 5g MJ;I::-,* u(s) ds for t > 0. Combining this last inequality with (1.14) 
x,(t) < M II”, a(~,) s”-T1 44 4 ds, , for t > Tl + 7a . 
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Continuing in this fashion we arrive at 
if t 3 pr - 1) (71 + T2), for some y  > 0. 
We may now repeat the above argument R times to obtain x2(t) < fife@y if 
t > (hN - 1) (T1 -/- TJ. A n induction argument shows this last estimate holds 
for all positive integers k. It is now easy to see that for some 7 > 0, M, > 0, 
x2(t) < M2e-nt. Since 
xl(t) < 1’ 44 G(S) ds - t-TI-TI-T3 
the corresponding estimate for xi also holds. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Recall from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that ~a* is the 
uniprre value of 7s for which the spectral radius of Trl,T2: El + El is 1, where 
(T&4 (4 = .I-::;;-, 44 44 ds- D enote by Y(T~ ,rs) the spectral radius of 
T 71,Tp. Notice that Trl+w.5 = T, ,7 so Y(T~ + w, ~a) = Y(T~ , 7s). This implies 
that ~a*(~i + W) = -r,*(~i).2The fakt’that TV* is COntinUOUS in 71 Will fOllOW from 
the fact that Y(T  ’ 1 , us) IS continuous on [0, cc) x (0, co) and satisfies the estimate: 
mint $-T2 a(s) ds < ~(7~ , TV) ,< ma% j:+ a(s) ds. The estimate follows as in 
[5, 61. To see that Y  is continuous let (Tlo, :20) E [0, 00) X (0, 00) and {(Tlk, Tzk)} c 
[0, on) x (0, co) with (Tag:, T2”) - (TV’, TV’). Let Tk = T,,+,k , To = T,,n,,,O , 
t’k = Y(Tlk, Tz’), Y. = Y(Tlo, T2”). 
As pointed out earlier, there exists, for each k, a unique unit norm eigenvector 
hk E Kl for Tk with corresponding eigenvalue yk: T,h, = r,h, . I f  yk + y. then 
we can choose a subsequence pk. + I’ # y. ({Ye} is bounded by our estimate). 
It is easy to see that {h,.) is piecompact an we will assume h,. -+ ho E Kl , 
‘ 
I 
1) ho 11 = 1. Now 
II Toho - y’ho II < II Toho - To&, II + II Tohki - Trc,h,, /I + II y,qLi - r’h, II . 
Clearly II Toho - Tohki Ij -+ 0 and // ra,hk i - r’h, I/ -+ 0. It is easy to see that 
where iz = sup, a(t) so 11 To - Tk, I/ + 0 as i-t CO. Hence T,,ho = r’h, . But 
as pointed out earlier, To has exactly one unit norm eigenvector in Kl and the 
corresponsing eigenvalue is r. . This contradiction proves the assertion. 
It now follows easily that TV* is COntinUOUS since Y(T1 , TV*) = 1. Let 
Tlk + 71’~ TV’, 71” E [o, CO) for all k. I f  * ’ TV (T ) W T~*(T~~) we may assume some 
subsequence converges: T,*(T~~) + 72’ # T~*(T~‘). Since Y is continuous 
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~(7~0, TV’) == I. Bu t there is only one value of TV for which Y(T~O, 7s) = I, namely 
~~*(7rO). This contradiction establishes the continuity of ~a*. 
The estimate of Theorem 3.3 follows from the earlier estimate of r(T1, T2) 
since 
.t 
min u(t) . T2*(T1) < min 
t t J a(s) ds < 1 t-T**(TJ 
U(s) ds < m,“X u(t) ’ T2*(TI). 
It has been pointed out by the referree that the assumption that f(~r , x2) 
be nondecreasing in xa for fixed xi in (H2) can be avoided. This assumption is 
used to obtain bounds for xl(t). Using differential inequality arguments as in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1, one easily shows that xi(t) < 1. 
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